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The nearest point to apply for visa is Tehran, Iran 
http://embamex.sre.gob.mx/iran/index.php/en/visa 

 

MEXICAN VISA REQUIREMENTS 

 

1. Original passport  at least six month valid before entry  and all visa and stamps copies 

2. Fill out the visa application form each must complete and sign 

3. A recent passport size photograph (White Background) 

 

4. Proof of Financial means in original and photocopies 

Employment letter stating salary, period of time working for the company and the 

last three months payment receipt. 

 

The last three months bank statements along with the account maintenance certificate 

and please mentioned date of opening account. 

 

1. All applicant must come in person for consular interview 

 

Note: 

An invitation letter will only be valid if it is issued by a public or private organization and it 

must specify if the organization will cover expenses as well as the full name of the applicant 

of the organization full contact details and duration of purposed stay the letter must be 

accompanied by an official Id of the person who sign it 

 

If you do not provide all the requested documents the processing of your application will be 

delayed. 

 

Processing time: 



Processing time of a tourist visa is maximum ten working days after handling in the 

aforementioned documentation in complete and satisfactory manners. 

 

 

If the visa is authorized the price is the equivalent of $ 36.00 USD Iranian riyal  

 

A visa doest not guarantee entry, that decision is the right of the immigration authorities in 

Mexico.  

 

Holders of valid united states Visa 

 

Holders of valid visa can be authorized at any port of the 

entry by the migration authority to visit Mexico as tourist, 

business visitor of person in transit without holding a 

Mexican visa. 


